Suncho School of Music- Introductory Guitar Materials
In this free beginner guitar packet, you will nd an introduction to how to play melodies on
guitar. Here is what you’ll nd:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How to read guitar TABs
Beginner-level ri s from popular songs
How to read sale charts
Chart of pentatonic scales (the simplest and rst guitar scale to learn)

This is a great packet for a beginner who wants to learn how to play their rst melodies on
guitar, and is also the beginning of our Suncho School of Music guitar curriculum.
To continue learning guitar, we would be happy to talk to you about lessons. We have a
physical location in Wetumpka, Alabama, and teach online to students all around the country!
Our instruction involves technique, musical theory, and full songs in di erent styles, and we
teach students ages 5 through adult.
We o er a free 20-minute consultation and mini-lesson to new students. In addition to guitar,
we also teach piano, singing, ukulele, drums, and bass guitar.
Here is our contact info to get in touch and start lessons:
SunchoMusic@gmail.com
(334)-625-0306
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How to Read Guitar Tabs

Single-String Rock Riffs
Smoke on the Water:

Smoke on the Water with double stops:

Satisfaction:

Iron Man:

Seven Nation Army:

- The above example demonstrates the A minor pentatonic scale in the rst position.
- It is basically a picture of your fretboard from a horizontal view
- The DOTS represent where you put your ngers
- The BOXES represent the frets.
- The HORIZONTAL LINES represent the 6 guitar strings. They always go in the same
order as in tabs
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- Start from the bottom left. Play the rst note on the bottom left then the next note to the
right on the same string. Then, proceed to the next higher string, again always moving
from left to right until you have played all the frets in the scale. While doing this, you will
notice that the notes get gradually higher in pitch as you work your way up the scale
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How to Read Scale Charts

